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An Amazon Charts and #1 Wall Street Journal bestselling series. They're hunting a killer so silent, so invisible, that his
unspeakable crimes are the only proof he exists. A car submerged in a remote pond. The bodies of two girls strapped
into their seats. The mystery of their mother, vanished without a trace, leads Gwen Proctor and Kezia Claremont into
dangerous territory. On the surface, Gwen's life is good--two children approaching adulthood, a committed partner, and a
harrowing past dead and gone. But that past is attracting the attention of someone invisible...and unstoppable. Trouble's
just beginning. So is the body count in this backwoods Tennessee town. As threats mount and Gwen's hunted by an
enemy who pulls all the strings, Kezia has her back. But working to solve these vicious and unreasonable crimes will
expose them both to a killer they can't for the life of them see coming.
After her serial killer ex-husband escapes from jail and comes looking for her, Gwen teams up with the brother of one of
his victims and tries to rid herself of her ex once and for all.
“Wilson’s plot hits all the right beats...Devotees of cosmic horror will enjoy this woman-centered take on familiar tropes.”
-Publisher's Weekly If ye give not willingly, the Lords will rise... In 1913, Henry Hamilton disappears while on a business
trip, and his sister, Sorrow, won’t rest until she finds him. Defying her father’s orders to remain at home, she travels to
Tidepool, the last place Henry visited. Residents of the small, shabby oceanside town can’t quite meet Sorrow’s eyes
when she questions them about Henry. When corpses wash up on shore looking as if they’ve been torn apart by
something not quite human, Sorrow is ready to return to Baltimore and let her father send in the professional detectives.
Then, she meets Mrs. Ada Oliver, a widow whose black silk dresses and elegant manners set her apart from other
Tidepool residents. After a terrifying encounter involving Mrs. Oliver, Sorrow discovers Tidepool’s dark, deadly secret,
and the town’s denizens—human and otherwise—are hell bent on making sure she never leaves. Atmospheric, riveting,
and frightening, Tidepool is a must read Lovecraftian dark fantasy for those who pursue the truth no matter the personal
cost. hr “Richly dark and enthralling!” --Verified Reviewer “The creeping dread of Lovecraftian horror by way of
American Horror Story - Tidepool will ensure you never look at the ocean the same way again!” --Peter McLean, author
of War for the Rose Throne Series “Part Thomas Ligotti, part Penny Dreadful, Tidepool, is a novel about the gravitational
forces of fate, pulling characters in against their will, with readers only able to sit and watch the catastrophe unfold. This
is the compelling force of all great horror, to hope for rescue even when we know it will not come, to want to escape even
as we turn the next page. Willson wields a deft hand of darkness and humanity in this compelling debut.” -- Jaye Viner,
author of Jane of Battery Park
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Steeped in history and filled with heart-wrenching twists, The Stolen Marriage is an emotionally captivating novel of
secrets, betrayals, prejudice, and forgiveness. It showcases Diane Chamberlain at the top of her talent. One mistake, one
fateful night, and Tess DeMello’s life is changed forever. It is 1944. Pregnant, alone, and riddled with guilt, twenty-threeyear-old Tess DeMello abruptly gives up her budding career as a nurse and ends her engagement to the love of her life,
unable to live a lie. Instead, she turns to the baby’s father for help and agrees to marry him, moving to the small, rural
town of Hickory, North Carolina. Tess’s new husband, Henry Kraft, is a secretive man who often stays out all night, hides
money from his new wife, and shows her no affection. Tess quickly realizes she’s trapped in a strange and loveless
marriage with no way out. The people of Hickory love and respect Henry but see Tess as an outsider, treating her with
suspicion and disdain. When one of the town’s golden girls dies in a terrible accident, everyone holds Tess responsible.
But Henry keeps his secrets even closer now, though it seems that everyone knows something about him that Tess does
not. When a sudden polio epidemic strikes Hickory, the townspeople band together to build a polio hospital. Tess knows
she is needed and defies Henry’s wishes to begin working at there. Through this work, she begins to find purpose and
meaning. Yet at home, Henry’s actions grow more alarming by the day. As Tess works to save the lives of her patients,
can she untangle the truth behind her husband’s mysterious behavior and find the love—and the life—she was meant to
have? A Library Reads Top Ten Book of October 2017 Praise for The Stolen Marriage: "[A] well-crafted crime-tinged
tale." —Publishers Weekly "The Stolen Marriage is the kind of story that will grab you and refuse to let you go until you
turn the last page." —All About Romance "Readers will be sucked in immediately...you just can't go wrong with a book
with [Chamberlain's] name on the cover." —Southern Pines Pilot
Three years ago, FBI agent Darcy Gellar almost died at the hands of a serial killer.Struggling with her demons, Darcy
moves her family to Genoa Cove. With the sadistic killer she captured serving a life sentence, she hopes a peaceful life
along the ocean will end her nightmares.Then a body surfaces along the coast. And the evidence points to one man: the
killer Darcy put behind bars three years ago. Either Darcy caught the wrong man, or an apprentice serial killer stalks
paradise. Then the murderer takes another life, and the nightmare of three years ago rushes forth to claim Darcy.Now
Darcy isn't simply unraveling a mystery. She's facing a killer who knows what frightens her most. He won't stop until he
takes her life and destroys her family.But the killer should beware. Darcy stopped a serial killer once. And she'll do it
again."An exciting, page-turning gem" - Showcasing BooksThe page-turning serial killer thriller fans of Rachel Caine, Lisa
Regan, Mary Burton, and Thomas Harris will love. From the bestselling author of The Scarlett Bell Dark Thriller
series.Start reading now! Praise for Dan Padavona: "I was actually turning pages on my Kindle so fast, I thought I would
burn it out." - Amazon Review"One of the most exciting writers to burst upon the scene in quite some time." - Brian
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Keene, Bram Stoker Award-Winning Author"Characters that you can care about. Read this in one sitting. Scary as hell.
Locked my doors even." - Amazon Review"Dan builds tension like few others can. His prose is rich and his characters
are memorable. I dare you to read a Padavona story with the lights out." - Zach Bohannon, author of the Empty Bodies
series"Read the complete series. Absolutely awesome author." - Amazon ReviewIndie Thriller Novel of the Year Finalist
After discovering that vampires populate her town, college student Claire Danvers knows that the undead just want to live
their lives. But someone else wants them to get ready to rumble. There's a new extreme sport getting picked up on the
Internet: bare- knuckle fights pitting captured vampires against each other-or humans. Tracking the remote signal leads
Claire to discover that what started as an online brawl will soon threaten everyone in Morganville...
While Morganville, Texas, is often a troubled town, Claire Danvers and her friends are looking forward to coming home.
But the Morganville they return to isn’t the one they know; it’s become a different place—a deadly one… Something
drastic has happened in Morganville while Claire and her friends were away. The town looks cleaner and happier than
they’ve ever seen it before, but when their incoming group is arrested and separated—vampires from humans—they
realize that the changes definitely aren’t for the better. It seems that an organization called the Daylight Foundation has
offered the population of Morganville something they’ve never had: hope of a vampire-free future. And while it sounds
like salvation—even for the vampires themselves—the truth is far more sinister and deadly. Now, Claire, Shane and Eve
need to find a way to break their friends out of Daylighter custody, before the vampires of Morganville meet their untimely
end… Includes a teaser from Prince of Shadows: A Novel of Romeo and Juliet!
Watch a Windows Media trailer for this book.
A shark attack survivor believes she has already lived through her worst nightmare. She's dead wrong. . . Naomi Cardiff
is not one to give up without a fight—and now, after learning about a series of shark attacks in Cape Cod, she’s joined a
team of scientists to put a stop to the terror. The plan: to lure the sharks to a remote island far from the populated
coastline. Meanwhile, a fierce Nor’Easter is underway. . . In the midst of the storm, an alarming number of Great Whites
have come to slaughter the seals in a vicious feeding frenzy. When sharks ram and breach the hull, Naomi and her team
must jump ship and swim desperately through a sea of circling fins and gaping jaws to the tiny island. But as the swells
from the storm begin to swallow their rocky refuge, how will they manage to make it out alive?
Claire Danvers's college town may be run by vampires but a truce between the living and the dead made things relatively
safe. For a while. Now people are turning up dead, a psycho is stalking her, and an ancient bloodsucker has proposed
private mentoring. To what end, Claire will find out. And it's giving night school a whole new meaning. Watch a Windows
Media trailer for this book.
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Casey Duncan is a homicide detective with a secret: when she was in college, she killed a man. She was never caught,
but he was the grandson of a mobster and she knows that someday this crime will catch up to her. Casey's best friend,
Diana, is on the run from a violent, abusive ex-husband. When Diana's husband finds her, and Casey herself is attacked
shortly after, Casey knows it's time for the two of them to disappear again. Diana has heard of a town made for people
like her, a town that takes in people on the run who want to shed their old lives. You must apply to live in Rockton and if
you're accepted, it means walking away entirely from your old life, and living off the grid in the wilds of Canada: no cell
phones, no Internet, no mail, no computers, very little electricity, and no way of getting in or out without the town council's
approval. As a murderer, Casey isn't a good candidate, but she has something they want: She's a homicide detective,
and Rockton has just had its first real murder. She and Diana are in. However, soon after arriving, Casey realizes that the
identity of a murderer isn't the only secret Rockton is hiding—in fact, she starts to wonder if she and Diana might be in
even more danger in Rockton than they were in their old lives. An edgy, gripping crime novel from bestselling urban
fantasy writer Kelley Armstrong, City of the Lost boldly announces a major new player in the crime fiction world.
A new chapter in the New York Times bestselling Morganville Vampires saga. Vampire musician Michael Glass has
attracted the attention of a big- time producer who wants to cut a demo and play some gigs-which means Michael will
have to enter the human world. For this, he's been assigned escorts that include both a dangerous immortal as well as
Michael's all-too-human friends. And with that mix of personalities, this is going to be a road trip from hell...
"With an iron fist, the Great Library controls the knowledge of the world, ruthlessly stamping out all rebellion and in the
name of the greater good forbidding the personal ownership of books. Jess Brightwell has survived his introduction to the
sinister, seductive world of the Library, but serving in its army is nothing like what he envisioned. His life and the lives of
those he cares for have been altered forever. His best friend is lost, and Morgan, the girl he loves, is locked away in the
Iron Tower, doomed to a life apart from everything she knows. Embarking on a mission to save one of their own, Jess
and his band of allies make one wrong move and suddenly find themselves hunted by the Library's deadly automata and
forced to flee Alexandria, all the way to London. But Jess's home isn't safe anymore. The Welsh army is coming, London
is burning, and soon Jess must choose between his friends, his family, and the Library, which is willing to sacrifice
anything and anyone in the search for ultimate control"-Cursed to live among mortals, Cassiel, a once powerful Djinn, finds refuge among the Weather Wardens until she
encounters an evil force that threatens the family she has become closest to, forcing her to realize that her perceived
human weaknesses may be her greatest strengths. Original.
The unforgettable characters from Ink and Bone and Paper and Fire unite to save the Great Library of Alexandria from
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itself in this electrifying adventure in the New York Times bestselling series. Hoarding all the knowledge of the world, the
Great Library jealously guards its secrets. But now a group of rebels poses a dangerous threat to its tyranny.... Jess
Brightwell and his band of exiles have fled London, only to find themselves imprisoned in Philadelphia, a city led by those
who would rather burn books than submit. But Jess and his friends have a bargaining chip: the knowledge to build a
machine that will break the Library's rule. Their time is running out. To survive, they'll have to choose to live or die as one,
to take the fight to their enemies--and to save the very soul of the Great Library....
Three-time Hugo Award-winning and New York Times bestselling author N.K. Jemisin crafts her most incredible novel
yet, a "glorious" story of culture, identity, magic, and myths in contemporary New York City. In Manhattan, a young grad
student gets off the train and realizes he doesn't remember who he is, where he's from, or even his own name. But he
can sense the beating heart of the city, see its history, and feel its power. In the Bronx, a Lenape gallery director
discovers strange graffiti scattered throughout the city, so beautiful and powerful it's as if the paint is literally calling to
her. In Brooklyn, a politician and mother finds she can hear the songs of her city, pulsing to the beat of her Louboutin
heels. And they're not the only ones. Every great city has a soul. Some are ancient as myths, and others are as new and
destructive as children. New York? She's got six. For more from N. K. Jemisin, check out: The Inheritance Trilogy The
Hundred Thousand Kingdoms The Broken Kingdoms The Kingdom of Gods The Inheritance Trilogy (omnibus edition)
Shades in Shadow: An Inheritance Triptych (e-only short fiction) The Awakened Kingdom (e-only novella) Dreamblood
Duology The Killing Moon The Shadowed Sun The Dreamblood Duology (omnibus) The Broken Earth The Fifth Season
The Obelisk Gate The Stone Sky How Long 'til Black Future Month? (short story collection) "A glorious fantasy." —Neil
Gaiman
Jess Brightwell believes in the value of the Library, but the majority of his knowledge comes from illegal books obtained by his family, who are
involved in the thriving black market. Jess has been sent to be his familys spy, but his loyalties are tested in the final months of his training to
enter the Librarys service.
Eden was its name. “An alternative school for happy children.” But it closed in disgrace after a student’s suicide. Now it’s a care home, the
grounds neglected and overgrown. Gloria Harkness is its only neighbor, staying close to her son who lives in the home, lighting up her life
and breaking her heart each day. When a childhood friend turns up at her door, Gloria doesn’t hesitate before asking him in. He claims a girl
from Eden is stalking him and has goaded him into meeting near the site of the suicide. Only then, the dead begin to speak—it was murder,
they say. Gloria is in over her head before she can help it. Her loneliness, her loyalty, and her all-consuming love for her son lead her into the
heart of a dark secret that threatens everything she lives for. Praise: A 2015 Agatha Award Finalist for Best Novel A 2016 Mary Higgins Clark
Award Finalist "A tale that shivers with suspense."—The New York Times “A terrific stand-alone that is complex, haunting, and
magical.”—Library Journal (starred review) “A stunning combination of creepy thriller and classic mystery.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)
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“Catriona McPherson hooks you with her eccentric amateur sleuth, reinvigorating the exhausted conventions of the cozy-style
mystery.”—NPR “McPherson’s ingenious plot turns will keep even the most astute of crime fiction readers guessing until the last page.”—The
Strand "A fascinating, dark village thriller."—Booklist “One surprising plot twist after another leads to a shocking ending.”—Publishers Weekly
"This is a terrific spin on the great British cozy."—The Globe and Mail "[McPherson] is a true master of storytelling and the craft of
psychological suspense."—Crimespree Magazine "Gripping, mazey thriller."—Ian Rankin on Twitter, New York Times bestselling author
"Catriona McPherson spins webs of intrigue so beautiful and intricate she puts spiders to shame. With The Child Garden, she once again
proves why she has rapidly become a star in the thriller genre . . . This is a book you will absolutely devour.”—William Kent Krueger, New
York Times bestselling and Edgar Award-winning author of Ordinary Grace "An enchanting brew of mystery, poetry, legends, and dreams,
Catriona McPherson's The Child Garden is also an elaborate shell game that will keep readers guessing up until the very end."—Hallie
Ephron, New York Times bestselling author of Night Night, Sleep Tight "Deeply resonant, utterly original, compelling, and satisfying, Catriona
McPherson's The Child Garden is the work of a master—of character, tone, setting, and plot—writing at the thriller-most top of her form."—John
Lescroat, New York Times bestselling author "I loved this book so much I can barely speak. From page one, it's seamlessly told, beautifully
original, and the voice, well, the voice is proof that Catriona McPherson is a powerful force and major talent in crime fiction. And the last
page? I cried."—Hank Phillippi Ryan, Agatha, Anthony, Macavity, and Mary Higgins Clark Award-winning author "The Child Garden is smart,
complex, even a little magical—and absolutely chilling."—Lori Rader-Day, Macavity and Anthony Award-winning author of The Black Hour
"Weaving strands of literary mystery, horror, and magical realism, The Child Garden is a twisting, now-you-see-it-now-you-don't tale about the
ripple effect of tragedy."—Jenny Milchman, author of Cover of Snow, Ruin Falls, and As Night Falls "McPherson takes the reader on a
suspenseful journey with Gloria Harkness, a devoted mother torn by doubt, love, and loyalty. A riveting, page-turning read; I did not want it to
come to an end."—G.M. Malliet, Agatha Award-winning author of The St. Just and Max Tudor Mysteries
“What a box of tricks! This full-throttle thriller, dark and driving, rivals Agatha Christie for sheer ingenuity and James Patterson for flat-out
speed. Swift, sharp, and relentless.” — A. J. Finn, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Woman in the Window A brilliant, edgy thriller
about four strangers, a blizzard, a kidnapped child, and a determined young woman desperate to unmask and outwit a vicious psychopath. A
kidnapped little girl locked in a stranger’s van. No help for miles. What would you do? On her way to Utah to see her dying mother, college
student Darby Thorne gets caught in a fierce blizzard in the mountains of Colorado. With the roads impassable, she’s forced to wait out the
storm at a remote highway rest stop. Inside are some vending machines, a coffee maker, and four complete strangers. Desperate to find a
signal to call home, Darby goes back out into the storm . . . and makes a horrifying discovery. In the back of the van parked next to her car, a
little girl is locked in an animal crate. Who is the child? Why has she been taken? And how can Darby save her? There is no cell phone
reception, no telephone, and no way out. One of her fellow travelers is a kidnapper. But which one? Trapped in an increasingly dangerous
situation, with a child’s life and her own on the line, Darby must find a way to break the girl out of the van and escape. But who can she
trust? With exquisitely controlled pacing, Taylor Adams diabolically ratchets up the tension with every page. Full of terrifying twists and hairpin
turns, No Exit will have you on the edge of your seat and leave you breathless.
Accepted into a special study program at MIT with Professor Irene Anderson, Claire Danvers works on developing a technology to block the
mental powers of vampires only to unleash unexpected forces when she tests the machine on live subjects.
Meet your new favorite kickass heroine in this daring YA series by New York Times bestselling authors Rachel Caine and Ann Aguirre, a
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thrilling yet romantic futuristic adventure perfect for fans of Claudia Gray’s A Thousand Pieces of You. Petty criminal Zara Cole has a painful
past that’s made her stronger than most, which is why she chose life in New Detroit instead moving with her family to Mars. In her eyes,
living inside a dome isn’t much better than a prison cell. Still, when Zara commits a crime that has her running scared, jail might be exactly
where she’s headed. Instead Zara is recruited into the Honors, an elite team of humans selected by the Leviathan—a race of sentient alien
ships—to explore the outer reaches of the universe as their passengers. Zara seizes the chance to flee Earth’s dangers, but when she meets
Nadim, the alien ship she’s assigned, Zara starts to feel at home for the first time. But nothing could have prepared her for the dark, ominous
truths that lurk behind the alluring glitter of starlight.
With the future of the Great Library in doubt, the unforgettable characters from Ink and Bone must decide if it's worth saving in this thrilling
adventure in the New York Times bestselling series. The corrupt leadership of the Great Library has fallen. But with the Archivist plotting his
return to power, and the Library under siege from outside empires and kingdoms, its future is uncertain. Jess Brightwell and his friends must
come together as never before, to forge a new future for the Great Library...or see everything it stood for crumble.
Like the spellbinding psychological suspense in The Girl on the Train and Luckiest Girl Alive, Megan Miranda’s novel is a nail-biting,
breathtaking story about the disappearances of two young women—a decade apart—told in reverse. It’s been ten years since Nicolette Farrell
left her rural hometown after her best friend, Corinne, disappeared from Cooley Ridge without a trace. Back again to tie up loose ends and
care for her ailing father, Nic is soon plunged into a shocking drama that reawakens Corinne’s case and breaks open old wounds long since
stitched. The decade-old investigation focused on Nic, her brother Daniel, boyfriend Tyler, and Corinne’s boyfriend Jackson. Since then, only
Nic has left Cooley Ridge. Daniel and his wife, Laura, are expecting a baby; Jackson works at the town bar; and Tyler is dating Annaleise
Carter, Nic’s younger neighbor and the group’s alibi the night Corinne disappeared. Then, within days of Nic’s return, Annaleise goes
missing. Told backwards—Day 15 to Day 1—from the time Annaleise goes missing, Nic works to unravel the truth about her younger
neighbor’s disappearance, revealing shocking truths about her friends, her family, and what really happened to Corinne that night ten years
ago. Like nothing you’ve ever read before, All the Missing Girls delivers in all the right ways. With twists and turns that lead down dark alleys
and dead ends, you may think you’re walking a familiar path, but then Megan Miranda turns it all upside down and inside out and leaves us
wondering just how far we would be willing to go to protect those we love.
The star-crossed tale of Romeo and Juliet, told through the eyes of Romeo's cousin, Benvolio, a thief known as the Prince of Shadows.
Mistaken for a murderer, Weather Warden Joanne Baldwin is hunted down and killed by her colleagues. Reborn as a Djinn, she senses
something sinister entering earth's atmosphere-something that makes tomorrow's forecast look deadly.
When Joanne Baldwin, a Weather Warden who can tame the most violent weather, is forced to flee from the law when murder accusations
rain down upon her, she must find the only man who can help her - Lewis, the most powerful Warden, who is also on the run from the World
Council. Original.
College freshman Claire Danvers has had enough of her nightmarish dorm situation, where the popular girls never let her forget just where
she ranks in the school's social scene: somewhere less than zero. When Claire heads off-campus, the imposing old house where she finds a
room may not be much better. Her new roommates don't show many signs of life. But they'll have Claire's back when the town's deepest
secrets come crawling out, hungry for fresh blood. Watch a Windows Media trailer for this book.
Since the earliest days of Spanish exploration and settlement, New Mexico has been known for lying off the beaten track. But this new history
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reminds readers that the world has been beating paths to New Mexico for hundreds of years, via the Camino Real, the Santa Fe Trail, several
railroads, Route 66, the interstate highway system, and now the Internet. This first complete history of New Mexico in more than thirty years
begins with the prehistoric cultures of the earliest inhabitants. The authors then trace the state’s growth from the arrival of Spanish explorers
and colonizers in the sixteenth century to the centennial of statehood in 2012. Most historians have made the territory’s admission to the
Union in 1912 as the starting point for the state’s modernization. As this book shows, however, the transformation from frontier province to
modern state began with World War II. The technological advancements of the Atomic Era, spawned during wartime, propelled New Mexico
to the forefront of scientific research and pointed it toward the twenty-first century. The authors discuss the state’s historical and cultural
geography, the economics of mining and ranching, irrigation’s crucial role in agriculture, and the impact of Native political activism and tribeowned gambling casinos. New Mexico: A History will be a vital source for anyone seeking to understand the complex interactions of the
indigenous inhabitants, Spanish settlers, immigrants, and their descendants who have created New Mexico and who shape its future.
She can't ignore a cry for help. But in this remote hunting town, it's open season. Gwen Proctor escaped her serial-killer husband and saved
her family. What she can't seem to outrun is his notoriety. Or the sick internet vigilantes still seeking to avenge his crimes. For Gwen, hiding
isn't an option. Not when her only mission is to create a normal life for her kids. But now, a threatened woman has reached out. Marlene
Crockett, from the remote town of Wolfhunter, is panicked for herself and her daughter. When Gwen arrives in the small, isolated rural
community, Marlene is already dead--her own daughter blamed for the murder. Except that's not the person Marlene feared at all. And Gwen
isn't leaving until she finds out who that was. But it may already be too late. A trap has been set. And it's poised to snap shut on everyone
Gwen loves. Her stalkers are closing in. And in a town as dark as Wolfhunter, it's so easy for them to hide...
Get ready for "non-stop vampire action" (Darque Reviews) in the latest Morganville Vampire novel from New York Times bestselling author
Rachel Caine. While developing a new system to maintain Morganville's defenses, student Claire Danvers discovers a way to amplify
vampire mental powers. Through this, she's able to re-establish the field around this vampire-infested Texas college town that protects it from
outsiders. But the new upgrades have an unexpected consequence: people inside the town begin to slowly forget who they are-even the
vampires. Soon, the town's little memory problem has turned into a full-on epidemic. Now Claire needs to figure out a way to pull the plug on
her experiment- before she forgets how to save Morganville... Watch a Video
A serial killer calls up a late-night radio DJ with a gruesome request in this psychological thriller by the author of Dying to Tell. How much
could one phone call change your life? “Only you can save her. If she dies, it is your fault.” When radio presenter Casey Fallon answers a
call, she assumes it is a prank. But when a woman’s body is discovered, she finds herself up against a calculating killer who wants her to find
his victims before they take their last breath . . . Fifteen years ago, Casey was a key witness in the trial of serial killer Steve Noakes, and her
evidence helped put him behind bars for the murders of five women. Someone remembers what happened that summer. Someone who is
desperate for revenge. Someone who won’t stop until Casey has been punished . . . The perfect read for fans of authors like Clare
Mackintosh, Cara Hunter, and Paula Hawkins.
New York Times bestselling author Rachel Caine presents a collection of stories—including six new tales—featuring the little Texas town that’s
overrun by the undead. WELCOME TO MORGANVILLE. YOU’LL NEVER WANT TO LEAVE. By day, Morganville, Texas, is just a typical
college town. By night, the vampires emerge and take control.... In a town where it’s not safe to be out after dark, student Claire Danvers and
her friends have had their fair share of thrills. But Morganville still has a few secrets left to tell. Now, in this collection, you can venture down
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the town’s strange streets, revisit all the tales you’ve come to love, and experience six new stories featuring your favorite Morganville
residents—both human and vampire...

To save the Great Library, the unforgettable characters from Ink and Bone, Paper and Fire, and Ash and Quill put
themselves in danger in the next thrilling adventure in the New York Times bestselling series. The opening moves of a
deadly game have begun. Jess Brightwell has put himself in direct peril, with only his wits and skill to aid him in a game
of cat and mouse with the Archivist Magister of the Great Library. With the world catching fire, and words printed on
paper the spark that lights rebellion, it falls to smugglers, thieves, and scholars to save a library thousands of years in the
making...if they can stay alive long enough to outwit their enemies.
Bryn Davis was killed on the job after discovering her bosses were selling a drug designed to resurrect the dead. Now,
revived by that same drug, she becomes an undead soldier in a corporate war to take down the very pharmaceutical
company responsible for her new condition...
An Amazon Charts most-read book. Gina Royal is the definition of average--a shy Midwestern housewife with a happy
marriage and two adorable children. But when a car accident reveals her husband's secret life as a serial killer, she must
remake herself as Gwen Proctor--the ultimate warrior mom. With her ex now in prison, Gwen has finally found refuge in a
new home on remote Stillhouse Lake. Though still the target of stalkers and Internet trolls who think she had something
to do with her husband's crimes, Gwen dares to think her kids can finally grow up in peace. But just when she's starting
to feel at ease in her new identity, a body turns up in the lake--and threatening letters start arriving from an all-too-familiar
address. Gwen Proctor must keep friends close and enemies at bay to avoid being exposed--or watch her kids fall victim
to a killer who takes pleasure in tormenting her. One thing is certain: she's learned how to fight evil. And she'll never stop.
On paper, Jazmine, Judith, Erin and Sara have little in common - they're very different people leading very different lives.
And yet at book club meetings they bond over a shared love of reading as well as the growing realisation that their lives
are not turning out like they expected. With the help of books, laughter, and the joy of ever evolving friendships, Jazmine,
Judith, Erin and Sara find the courage to navigate new and surprising chapters of their lives as they seek their own
versions of happily-ever-after.
Enora Byrnes lives in the aftermath of global drought. Her life, dominated by a powerful entity that controls everything
from water credits to borders, is defined by regulation and sacrifice. When she becomes part of the very fabric of this
power, Enora quickly discovers that not all is, as it seems. From the confines of her small town to the bowels of a hidden
city, she will confront startling realities that force her to question who she is and what role she will play. In the end, she
must decide how far she will go to retain her humanity.
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Book 2 of The Survivalist Series No electricity. No running water. No food. No end in sight. If life as you knew it changed
in an instant, would you be prepared? In A. American's first novel, Going Home, readers were introduced to Morgan
Carter, the resourceful, tough-as-nails survivalist who embarks on a treacherous 250-mile journey across Florida
following the collapse of the nation's power grid. Now reunited with his loving wife and daughters in this follow-up to
Going Home, Morgan knows that their happiness is fleeting, as the worst is yet to come. Though for years Morgan has
been diligently preparing for emergency situations, many of his neighbors are completely unready for life in this strange
new world--and they're starting to get restless. With the help of his closest companions, Morgan fights to keeps his home
secure--only to discover shocking information about the state of the nation in the process. Fans of James Wesley
Rawles, William R. Forstchen's One Second After, and The End by G. Michael Hopf will revel in A. American's
apocalyptic tale.
Winifred Allen and her friends go on a rafting trip to the Allagash. A freak accident leaves the women stranded and to
survive Wini needs to harness an inner strength she never knew she possessed.
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